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Waterboxx

This blog records an experiment undertaken by Sustainable Neighborhoods and CapMetro to use the Groasis Waterboxx to
establish seedlings at nine North Central Austin bus stops.

8/25/2012 - We are nearly at the end of August and all of the waterboxxes still have at least one live tree.   The health of the trees
varies widely.  Some trees at benevolent locations are over 4 ft tall and thriving.  Others remain about the same size as when planted
and show signs of stress. August was relatively mild, with highs mostly in the 90s and an inch of rain mid-month.  At this time, barring
a final heat wave, I think we will get a 100% success rate for the first  year.

7/20/2012 - We got over 5 inches of rain in mid-July, and this had the added benefit of bringing temperatures down into the 90s.  Both
factors have brought a welcome respite to the trees.  August, of course, remains the critical month to get through.  But I'm excited that
we're nearly to August and all of the waterboxxes still have at least one healthy tree.

7/11/2012 - RAIN!!!  

Here's a photo of a waterboxx at 6900 Burnet, where one of the plums is in poor shape, the other in good shape.
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7/9/2012 - Visited several waterboxxes this afternoon. Several of the Mx Plums are in poor shape, with up to half brown leaves. One
new dead plant at 8701 B.  I think this is the result of a heat wave a few weeks ago. Weather the last week or so has been milder and
just recently - more humid.  But almost no rain yet.

6/26/2012 - Visited four bus stops and topped off water. Water levels are being drawn down faster now that it's dry (no substantial rain
in more than a month) and hot (109 - new record - today). A couple of the boxxes have "dominant" and "recessive" trees in them, i.e.
one tree seems to be thriving while the other is sickly.  Am starting to suspect that this happens a lot - the two trees are competing
with each other for limited space and water. Of course, the Bermuda grass is pretty aggressive too and in many boxxes is a third
tenant.   One happy chance - the two boxxes with leaks are definitely getting supplemental water from sprayers installed by the
adjacent commercial that cover the grass in the ROW. The redbud there is thriving.

6/9/2012 - Some bad news - two of the trees on Anderson are dead.  The only consolation is that these are both "spare" trees (each
waterboxx has two seedlings so if you lose one, you still have the other).  What's very odd is that in both of the waterboxxes that lost
a tree, the other tree is thriving.  Nor is water seemingly an issue - both tanks had water.  Did notice that Bermuda grass managed to
grow through the water holes and root into the water tank.  Removed that.  One of the plums in front of Redeemer Lutheran Church is
about 3-4 ft tall.  

6/8/2012 - All trees on Burnet still looking good.  However, it hasn't rained in a few weeks and it's about to get really hot.  Will watch
and hope for the best.

5/23/2012 - Toured most of the waterboxxes after work today.  All the trees are in good shape.  Even those that had looked iffy seem
to be doing better.  Several are showing new growth.  The trees that got weed-whacked have made an astounding come-back, as
though it had never happened.  Water tank levels are excellent, except for the two boxxes that have leaks.  

The real test is fast approaching - summer.  Temperatures will climb and rain may be infrequent.  It's the real question we've had
about these silver-bullet devices from the start - will they keep the trees healthy through June-September.

5/5/2012 - Reinstalled the waterboxxes around the trees on 5/2.  Visited on 5/3 and observed that one of the repaired waterboxxes
was holding most of its water (still releasing faster than desired, but not nearly as fast as before).  The other waterboxx was mostly
empty.  

5/1/2012 - Removed the two waterboxxes that release water faster than the others.  Sure enough, there's a crack in both of them,
right where the hole is for the wick.  It seems plausible that this happened at the time of installation when the team was trying to get
the wick through the hole.  Other teams also had trouble getting the wicks through the hole.  In one instance we kept having to trim
the wick down because it kept unwinding and was impossible to work with.  I've bought some silicon to try to seal as much of the
crack up as possible.

Most of the waterboxxes are now well below full. I filled a number of them up during an inspection today.  I'm guessing that a normal
waterboxx will run through its water in about two months, though this could accelerate over the summer.  Fortunately they take so
little water that you can usually fill them all up with a couple of jugs.

4/22/2012 - Most of the trees remain in good shape. Trees in the two waterboxxes in front of the Infiniti dealership got weed-whacked.
The dealership management has promised to instruct their landscape team to avoid that in the future.  They are also considering a
proposal to plant more trees in the right of way in front of their dealership this October. Groasis, the company that makes the
Waterboxxes, is sending us a packet of new wicks so we can replace the ones on the waterboxxes that empty out too quickly to see if
that is the problem.

It's definitely getting drier.  Looks like our respite from the drought may be ending, so we will have a good trial for the waterboxxes
under semi-arid conditions.

4/5/2012 - The following table is ordered by bus stop, then waterboxx, then tree (two trees per waterboxx, one on West side and one
on East). "8801 B" means 8801 Burnet, east side. 

Tree height as measured from base of trunk.

 Location
  

 Boxx  Water  Tree  Height  Condition  Notes  Time  Checked
by

 8801 B  1 Empty  W  30"  Poor  Many
dead
leaves

4/6/2012
12:30 PM

 SZ

    E  28"  Fair  
  2 4.5"  W  28"  Good   
    E  21"  Good    
  3  Empty     

 
 W  15.5"  Good  
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    E  13.5"  Good    
 8701 B  4  4.5"  W  24"  Good  7/9  SZ
    E  17.5"  Good    
  5  5" (full)  W  14"  Good   
    E  13"  Dead -

7/9
   

 8500 B  6  5" (full)  W  15"   Good   7/9  SZ
    E  16"   Good    
  7  5" (full)  W  25"   Good    
    E  16"   Poor -

7/9 
 Some
brown
leaves

  

  8  5" (full)  W  28"   Dead -
7/9  

   

    E  28"   Good    
 8501 B  9  5"  W  15"   Good . 7/9 SZ 
    E  13"   Good    
  10  5"  W  26"   Poor -

7/9 
 Some
brown

  

    E  14"   Poor -
7/9 

 Some
brown

  

 8300 B  11  Mostly
full

 W    Good   SZ

    E    Good   
  12  Half full  W    Good    
    E    Good    
 6900 B  13  3"  W 15"  Good            SZ
    E 19"  Poor - 7/9  Half

brown
  

  14  5" (full)  W 18"  Good    
    E 17.5"  Good    
 6300 B  15  4.5"  W  20"   Good  4/5 JH 
    E  17"   Good    
  16  4.5"  W    Good    
    E    Good    
 1500 A  17   W  6/9 - 

Excellent
  6/9  SZ

    E   6/9 -
Excellent

   

  18   W   6/9 -
Excellent

   

    E   Dead -
6/09

   

 1200 A  19   W   Good   6/9  SZ
    E   Dead -

6/09
   

  20   W   Missing -
3/25

   

    E   Good    

3/30/2012 - CapMetro posted a great article about the project - 
http://capmetroblog.com/2012/03/30/new-tree-seedlings-planted-along-north-austin-bus-routes/

3/27/2012 - Visited some waterboxx sites on way home from work.  Disturbingly, one of the plants at a waterboxx at Anderson@Gault
was missing entirely.  At 8801 Burnet, two of the three waterboxxes were empty, and one of the trees that had come unstuck was
loose again.  Elsewhere, most waterboxxes still had full or nearly full tanks.  It's odd that some would be full and others empty. I'm
assuming it's mainly the wick.
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3/25/2012 - At 11 PM, no condensation. Dew point 59 F, air temp 68 F, relative humidity 73%. This is drier than at the same time last
night. 

3/25/2012 - Woke up before 4 AM, and decided to walk down to see if the Waterboxx was in fact condensing water as promised.  It
was covered in water droplets.  The temperature was about 59 F, from a high of 81 F the previous afternoon.  Relative humidity at 4
AM was 93%, and dew point 57 F.  Relative humidity of 93% is much higher than the Austin morning average for March of 79%.  So
we may be experiencing unusually good conditions for waterboxxes, if not for people.

This is consistent with most of the waterboxxes maintaining their water levels even several days after rainfall.  But not all waterboxxes
may condense water at a rate that compensates for the emission rate of the wick. Wondering if things like partial shade, wick length,
or even ground moisture and temperature affect how quickly the tank will drain.

Dew point, the temperature at which water condensates, appears to be a function of air temperature and relative humidity (which may
already be defined with account of pressure).  It seems that when relative humidity is 100%, the dew point is the same as the air
temperature. If relative humidity is less than 100%, dew point is less than temperature. I'm not completely clear on why dew forms
even when the air temperature is higher than the dew point. Presumably the temperature of plants near the ground is less than the
temperature in the air. But if the waterboxx is releasing heat trapped during the day, why would water condense on it?  

Meanwhile, a peak ahead to August shows Austin's average night-time relative humdity of 87%. A dew point calculator at
http://www.dpcalc.org/  shows that at this level of humidity, dew point is 4-5 degrees below air temperature. Since that's not too far off
what we have now in March, I'm hopeful the Waterboxx will continue to function in the summer as it is doing in the spring. We'll see.

3/23/2012 - Thanks in part to good rains, the waterboxxes have remained mostly full and the plants wet.  Will be interesting to see
how they fare over the summer if the rain stops.

3/15/2012 - A first inspection of several waterboxxes found that two seedlings had popped out of their holes.  They were still in good
shape (partly thanks to the moist environment inside the waterboxx well), so we reseated them.  Also, the water levels of various
waterboxxes vary widely.  Some are completely full, others half full. Waterboxxes use a "wick" (looks like a short length of
polyethelene rope) to pull water from the tank through a small hole to the plant area.  Presumably these wicks emit water at different
rates.

Several waterboxxes are covered in grass trimmings where adjacent businesses mowed.

 When installing the waterboxxes, many people didn't seat the lid of the waterboxx so that it slipped into the inner part of the "donut
hole" or well.  Went back and did this to reduce risk of water in the tank evaporating out. 
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3/11/2012 - About 25 people from North Central Austin met at a bus stop to watch how to install the first Waterboxx, then broke up
into teams to install the rest of them at eight other stops.
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3/1/2012 - SN distributed a proposal for planting locations at nine bus stops to CapMetro and area neighborhood associations.
2/25/2012 - CapMetro finalized approval for the purchase of 10 Waterboxxes.  SN purchased 10 more (at a cost of about $320). We
also purchased 4" liners (tree seedlings) from Rennerwood Nursery in East Texas.
12/02/2011 - SN reached out to CapMetro, with a proposal to organize a trial of the waterboxxes at bus stops.  
12/01/2011 - SN corresponded with the maker of the Waterboxx, to get references of people who used Waterboxxes in Austin, or in
an urban environment. Two key questions - did Austin have conditions for the heat condensation principle to work well, and were the
waterboxxes prone to theft?
12/01/2011 - SN did initial research, including reaching out to Treefolks and the City of Austin Urban Forestry team to determine if
waterboxxes had been successfully used in Austin.
11/30/2011 - An architect who lives in Allandale forwarded the following article about a Dutch iris specialist who invented a device to
self-irrigate tree seedlings. Learn more at www.groasis.com. 
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